When Safety + Cleanliness = Higher Profitability
CHALLENGE
Challenged to find ways to differentiate in the extremely competitive corrugated packaging marketplace, this leading producer deploys the Mars Air
Systems air curtain solution to contribute to a cleanliness standard that helps
them pass the most stringent of audits and sets them apart from other food
casing providers. In a 62,000 sq. ft. facility, Empire Packaging and Displays
produces $50M annually in corrugated boxes and displays, which give food
producers the means to package, ship and display their products in the hygienic envelopes that are in demand in today’s highly regulated food safety environment. Once a user of plastic strips to guard their dock doorways, the Empire
team realized “plastic strips were the number one hazard in the factory – even
more than the equipment we used,” said co-owner Hal Mottet, “because they
were constantly dirty, had turned cloudy after a month of use, and were often
pushed aside by staff who found them cumbersome and intrusive to their
work.” The Empire team quickly recognized that for a few dollars in electricity
per month they could achieve a safe and effective barrier to keep dust, debris
and flying insects out of the plant with the added bonus of more productive
climatic conditions for workers.

THE SOLUTION
After years of struggle to function well and work amid the “rules” the staff had
put into place to avoid injuries with the tangled and visibility-reducing plastic
strips, Empire put safety first by installing three 14-foot dock door Mars air
curtains. “On hot days the plant definitely feels cooler with the Mars units riding
shotgun over the dock doors. Neither shift is using makeshift methods to move
the plastic strips out of the way now that they’re gone and visibility around
the dock doors is at all-time highs which eliminates our worries about worker
safety. The American Institute of Baking International (AIB) agrees that the Mars
air curtain solution is far superior and helps us meet the cleanliness standards
so we can pass their rigorous audit year after year,” says Mottet. “And having that
credential from AIB is instrumental to many of the clients we serve and one we
consider critical to our continued success.”
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“THE PLASTIC STRIPS WE USED IN THE PAST WERE
SIMPLY UNSAFE AS ALL GET OUT,” HAL MOTTET,
EMPIRE PACKAGING AND DISPLAYS CO-OWNER

KEEPING IT FRESH ENOUGH FOR A BABY’S BOTTOM
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CONTROLLING HUMIDITY TO MANAGE DEFECTS

TOO MANY PEOPLE NEED US – IT HAS TO BE RIGHT

Uncontrolled relatively humidity levels in manufacturing can damage
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